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- **Tool Tips**
  - [Field Description and/or Requirement](https://gms.unocha.org)
  - [Save Often!](https://gms.unocha.org)
  - [Print](https://gms.unocha.org)
  - [Red tabs Blue tabs](https://gms.unocha.org)
  - [Orange buttons versus Green buttons](https://gms.unocha.org)
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  - [Action Icons](https://gms.unocha.org)
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- **Project Proposal Submission**
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    - The 8+3 Project Proposal
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  - Tips for Filling out a Project Proposal
  - How to Submit a Project Proposal
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**Technical Reviews**
- What is a Technical Review
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- How to conduct a Financial Review
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- Withdraw A Project
- <What Next?>
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- What is Grant Agreement
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- How to get Grant Agreement cleared with EO
- <What Next?>

**Disbursement**
- What is Disbursement
- When is the Disbursement triggered
- Steps in Disbursement
- Submission to accounts
- How to generate memo
- <What Next?>

**Implementation**
- What is Implementation
- What happens during Implementation

**Reporting**
- Narrative Reporting
  - Activate Narrative Reporting
  - Access Narrative Reporting
How to fill Narrative Reporting
How to approve Narrative Reporting

Financial Reporting
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- Activate Financial Reporting
- User Activate Financial Report
- Access Financial Reporting
- How to fill Financial Reporting
- How to approve Financial Reporting

Project Revision
- What is Project Revision
- Steps of Project Revision
- How to activate Project Revision
- How to fill out Project Revision Request
- How to fill out Project Revision
- Approving a Project Revision

Project Audit
- What is Project Audit in GMS

Project Closure
- What is Project Closure in GMS

Tools for better allocation process
- Process Monitor
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